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1.Oscillating for massage, two vibrate wheels designed to make slimming effective. 

2.With two auto modes (automatically run a speed cycle from level 1 to level 5) 

3.With a manual modes (speed and intensity available from level 1 to level 5 for selection) 

4.With 5,8,10,12 minutes auto off function.

5.Heating function

FEATURE

PG-2001G  USER MANUAL

1.  Wrap the belt firmly to your body and adjust the size by the fastener.

2.  Put the adaptor jack of the adaptor to the Power connector Jack of the belt.

3.  Plug in the power adaptor to the wall socket.  (Make sure that the input voltage of the wall socket) 

     adaptor is suitable for the supplied adaptor. 

4.  To turn on the unit, press the on/off power button once, then the belt will be run the auto mode, 

     or you can press the mode button to adjust to manual mode. 

5. To choose auto manual, heat mode by pressing the function button with the green light is on.

6. To choose intensity by pressing “strong” or ”weak” button is just valid under manual mode. 

     Pressing button without any sounds represents the strongest mode.

HOW TO OPERATE THE UNIT

7. To choose four kinds of auto timing: 5, 8, 10, 12 minutes with the red light is on. It auto stops. 

    Press “on/off ” to restart. Please do not use for more than 30 minutes one time.

1. Use whilst pregnant is not allowed.
2. Please stop using if abnormal situation happens.
3. When using for a long time, the product will stop  
    waiting for the ventilating device making it cooler 
    to a safe temperature.
4. Using the product, it's normal to feel itchy because 
    of blood circulation speed up suddenly, tapping 1
    to 3 minutes later, itchy feeling disappear.
5. When not in use, make sure to plug out the adaptor 
    from the electricity socket.
6. Do not repair or maintain the product.
7. Do not use in hot and wet place.
8. Do not store the unit in a sunny place or a damp 
    place for long time.
9. Do not put heavy articles on the unit.
10. For cleaning the belt, let the belt cool down and 
      clean the dust with a dry cloth .

PRECAUTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Model NO. PG-2001G

Name: High-performance Slimming Unit

Input voltage: DC  24V  1500mA

Intensity choice

Massage function choice

Massage time indicator  

Massage function indicator

Timer choice

On/Off

Manual       Heat

For use on a variety of areas

KESSON

waist
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